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We consider the motion of particles in the field of a plane wave under the influence of a perturbation. 
We show that near the separatrix dividing the "trapped" from the ''free-flying" particles a region 
(ergodic layer) is formed in which the particle motion is stochastic in character; this leads for not too 
large times to an increase in the average energy of the trapped particles. We use this instability to study 
the motion of particles in a wave packet with a large discrete set of harmonics. We obtain the conditions 
under which the motion can be described by a Fokker-Planck type equation (quasi-linear equation) for any 
initial conditions with a priori assumptions about the presence of some random parameters in the system. 
We calculate the time for randomization of the phases of the particles. 

INTRODUCTION. 

THE problem of studying the behavior of particles trap
ped in some potential well is of practical interest for us 
in connection with the following two plasma physics prob
lems. The first one is connected with the evolution of an 
instability for trapped particles in toroidal systems, lead
ing to an anomalous diffusion of the plasma. ll, 21 The 
second is connected with the study of the conditions under 
which it is possible to construct a quasi-linear plasma 
theory. The aim of the present paper is a detailed study 
of a specific non-linear instability of trapped particles 
and the solution of the second of the above -mentioned 
problems. We shall show that small perturbations lead 
to a randomization of the motion of trapped and free-fly
ing particles which have an energy close to the edges of 
the potential well. In Sec. 1 of the paper we study the 
conditions that such a type of stochastic instability ap
pears and we estimate the extent of the region (called in 
the following the ergodic layer) in which the instability 
develops, as a function of the parameters of the external 
perturbation. The very fact that a random acceleration 
of trapped particles occurs, and that it is possible that 
they leave the well, leads apparently to the necessity for 
looking in another way at problems where the plasma
containing field geometry is such that trapped particles 
may appear during a long time (see, e.g., l31 ). The 
method of investigation used in Sec. 1 is similar to the 
one applied in l 41 , in which we studied the random decay 
of magnetic surfaces near a separatrix. This is con
nected with the common formulation of the two problems 
in the Hamiltonian formalism. 

In Sec. 2 we study the motion of a particle in the field 
of a wave packet with a large discrete number of travel
ing waves. The particle may be trapped over some period 
by the field of the wave moving with a phase velocity 
close to the particle velocity. The presence of the sto
chastic instability described in Sec. 1 leads to the appear
ance of a limitation on the maximum time of particle 
trapping, depending on its velocity, and to the possibility 
of obtaining a criterion that the motion of a particle can 

be described by a Fokker-Planck type equation (quasi
linear equation l51). Moreover, we also find in Sec. 2 the 
time after which the phase of the particle is randomized. 

In Sec. 3 we consider the motion of a particle inside 
the ergodic layer. It turns out that in some part of the 
ergodic layer the kinetic equation describing the behav
ior of the particle has the form of a Fokker-Planck 
equation, and this enables us to find the stationary dis
tribution inside the ergodic layer and the time neces
sary to establish the stationary distribution. 

1. CONDITIONS FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A 
STOCHASTIC INSTABILITY 

Let us consider the one -dimensional motion of a 
charged particle in the field of a traveling wave under 
the influence of a perturbation which is also a traveling 
wave: 

mx = -eE0 sin (koX- w0t) -eE, sin (k,x -· w,t), 

where the index 0 refers to the unperturbed force and 
the index 1 to the perturbation, which is assumed to be 
small: 

e =Et/ Eo~ 1. 

It is convenient to change to a reference frame moving 
with the phase velocity of the unperturbed wave wo/ko, 
and to introduce the variables 

6 = kox- wot, V = To(kov- wo), 

To= '/m / eEoko 

The equation of motion of the particle then becomes 
dV 

where 

To dt = - sin 6-

-esin( ~s+k,L1lj'pht), 
\ k 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

The unperturbed motion (c = O) is a motion in a po-
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tential that depends periodically on the coordinate (Fig. 1, 
upper part), and finite trajectories are separated in the 
phase plane from the infinite ones by a separatrix (indi-
cated by the arrows in the lower part of Fig. 1). We shall 
be interested, in first instance, in the effect of the per
turbation on the motion of trapped particles which corre
spond to finite trajectories inside the separatrix in the 
phase plane. We shall show below that an investigation 
of the "free-flying" particles (with infinite unperturbed 
trajectories in the phase plane) proceeds analogously. 

Using the Hamiltonian of the unperturbed motion 

H = 1/z V2- cos!;, 

we introduce the action (I) and angle (J) variables in the· 
usual way: 

I= I(H) = - 1 ~ V df = .!.{E (.!!._, q1l-(1- q2)F( ~. q)}. (1 4) 
,, n 2 ' ?. • 

iJS(~ I) 1 ' ~(• 1)=-"-'- S(E I)=- I Vd~ ~. oi ' -• 2n J ·' 

where 

q2 = 1/z(i +H), 

and F and E are first and second kind elliptic integrals, 
respectively. 

The equation of motion (1.2) has for E = 0 in the new 
variables the standard form 

di I dt = o, a~ I dt = g (I), 

where the frequency 0 is determined by the expression 

dH(I) n 
-r:oQ=~=2F(nl2,q) (1. 5) 

When there is a perturbation we have 

di =~{oH dV·+ oH dS}=--e-Vsin(~s-{-klllV h) (1.6) 
dt dH oV dt o!; dt Q,;02 k0 . P ' 

where ~ in the argument of the sine is assumed to be 
expressed as a function of I and J. The change in the 
phase J under the influence of the perturbation will be 
studied below. 

We have shown earlier[4' 51 that near the separatrix a 
stochastic kind of particle instability, leading to the de
parture of particles from the potential well, may occur. 
In the following we shall study the problem of the stabil-· 
ity of the particles near the separatrix in the example 
considered, using the method of [41 • 

Let us consider the spectrum of the unperturbed par-· 
ticle velocity V(t). When E = 0 the solution of (1.2) is 

F(q, TJ) =F(qo, T]o) +t/-r:o, 

where 
sin(sl2) = q.sinT] 

while q0 and T/o are initial values. Hence 

V = 2q cos 6 = 2q en [F(qo, T]o) + t/-r:o]. (1. 7) 

Omitting, for the sake of simplicity, the initial conditions 
we have the following Fourier series expansion of the 
velocity~ 

t 4n ~ an-'{, r nt J 
V = 2qcn--=- ~ cos (2n-1) --

'to F n~l 1 -{- a•n-t L 2,;oF 

oo an-1!2 
= 8Q-r:o :L-1--2 -cos[(2n -1)Qt], 

+an-I 
n=f 

a = exp (- nF' I F), 

F::F(nl2, q), F'::F(nl2,'f'1-q•). 

Near the separatrix H- 1, q- 1, o- 0, and 

F ~_!_In~~ 
2 1-H' 

I 32 
Q,;o ~ n In1 _ H' F' ~ nl2, 

(1.8) 

a~ exp ( -n2/tn1 ~29) = exp(-nQT0). (1.9) 

It follows from (1.8) and (1.9) that the characteristic 
width of the spectrum of V(t) is determined by the num
ber n0 of the Fourier harmonic which is equal to 

T( 1 
no~--=-~1. final Q,;o 

(1.10) 

This means that for particles moving near the separa
trix V(t) has an almost constant value V0 ~ 27r/F = 2, 
which is localized in a very narrow range of time of the 
order of T 0, and which recurs periodically with a fre
quency 0, with 07 0 « 1. This fact is extremely import
ant, since the sharpness of the momenta on the right
hand side of (1.6), connected with the described behavior 
of V(t), may lead to an appreciable change in the action I 
of the particle. 

Let us now consider the right-hand side of Eq. (1.6) 
and separate in it the resonance terms. Using the expan
sion (1.8) for V(t) one can easily write down the reso
nance condition 

(1.11) 

where s is some integer (s » 1) which we shall call the 
number of the resonance, Is the value of the action cor
responding to the resonance frequency. It follows from 
(1.11) that the distance between two neighboring reso
nances with numbers s and s + 1 is equal to 

ll=~l(I)-Q(I >~ klllV:ph= Q2(I,) (1.12) 
s s+t 2 k llV • 

S I :ph 

Each s-th r•esonance is enclosed by a local separatrix 
of dimension als and the frequency width of the reso
nance is equal to (dO(Is)/dl)als· The condition for the 
appearance of a stochastic instability of a particle is the 
inequality[7• 81 

I d~l(~~ I I = Q2(I,) 
di ll .~II kllJ.-; . 

I 'ph 
(1.13) 

In that case the spectrum of the particle motion becomes 
very close to a continuous one and the motion of the par
ticle is similar to Brownian motion. This leads to the 
fact that the particle energy increases on the average 
with time. 
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To determine .:lis we integrate (1.6) over a time in
terval ~To in the vicinity of the s-th resonance. Bearing 
in mind that at sufficiently low frequencies (i.e., large s) 
the correction to the frequency 0 (Is) satisfies both (1.13) 
and the inequality 

I dQ (/,) I M """Q (/ ) 
dl I '""' ' ' 

(1.14) 

we get from (1.6) and (1.8) 

8 a•-'1• ( I dQ (/,) 1 ]-' 
!1/, ~ To 1 + a28- 1 8 -----;y-- 1111' · (1.15) 

Hence we find after substituting s from (1.11) 

[ 48a•-'l•/ ( 1 + a28-') Q (/0) J''• 
111,~ I . 

· ldQ(/,) dll-ro k,!1Vj,h, 
(1.16) 

When the number s of the resonance is less than the 
limit of the spectrum n0 (see (1.10)) we get as~ 1 and 
the instability condition (1.13) becomes 

(1.17) 

Using (1.19) to evaluate I dO /dl I near the separatrix, 

I dQ_I =l dQ I dH = To2Q3 ex ( ~)' 
1 d/ dH dl 32n .P 1. Q-ro 

we can obtain from the condition K ~ 1 a limiting value 
for the frequency 0 0 starting from which the instability 
develops: 

I 16n 
(loTo~:lt In k !1V . 

' 8"t"o 1 ph 
(1.18) 

In the case when the detuning of the phase velocities 
of the main wave and of the perturbation is comparable 
with the average vibrational frequency of the particle 
T~\ i.e., 

(1.19) 

the limit of instability can be found from the condition 

I 16:n: 
Qo-ro~:rt ln-8-, (1. 20) 

which according to (1.9) corresponds to a limit in en
ergy H0 : 

1-Ho~28/ :n:. (1.21) 

If, however, T0 k1.:lVph « 1, i.e., 

(1. 22) 

the frequency limit of instability 0 0 is determined by 
Eq. (1.18) and the energy limit by the expression 

1-Ho6;sk,!'1~h't'o. 

Under condition (1.22) the instability region is thus com
pressed compared to (1.19) and tends to zero as k1.:lVph 
- 0. It is also interesting to note that in the most unsta
ble case (1.19) the main contribution to .:lis comes from 
the harmonic in the expansion of V(t), which lies on the 
edge of the spectrum and has s ~ n0 , while in the case 
(1.22) the contribution to .:lis is determined by the "in
terior" harmonics. 

Let us consider now the case of a very strong detuning 

of the phase velocities of the main and the perturbing os
cillations: 

(1.23) 

The harmonic with s » n0 which lies in the "tail" of the 
spectrum gives the main contribution to the integral for 
.:lis. In this case it follows from (1. 9), (1.11), and (1.16) 
that 

a• = exp (- n-rok11'1 ~~!), 

1'1!,::::>'[ 48 Q(/,) exp(-n-rok11'1~h) ]''• 
-r0k11'1Vph ldQ(l,)/dll 

The limit of instability is found from the condition 

(1.24) 

The case (1.23) is certainly the most stable one, since 
the change in the action .:lis is exponentially small. 
From (1. 24) we find for the frequency limit of instability 

In the case when 

we have the result (1.20) and for the opposite inequality 

(1.25) 

The instability region in the energy scale turns out 
to be exponentially small under the condition (1.25): 

1-H0 6;32exp(-Tok11'1~h)· (1.26) 

To study the behavior of a particle in such a small vicin
ity of the separatrix we need, generally speaking, other 
methods than those used. However, we can assume that 
the region of instability under condition (1.23) is certain
ly much smaller than in the case Tok16.Vph ~ 1. 

To determine the conditions that a stochastic instabil
ity may arise one could use a somewhat different ap
proach from the one described above. For this were
member that V(t) is localized in a very narrow interval 
~ T 0 (relative to all other time scales of the problem) 
and that the effect of the perturbation on the particle pro
ceeds therefore by jumps from resonance to resonance 
with an interval between jumps ~ o -2 = k1.:lV h/02• 

Thanks to this the unperturbed particle equafions of mo
tion hold between jumps, while during a jump the action I 
changes and correspondingly also the phase .J.. This en
ables us to write down the perturbed equations of motion 
as a set of finite-difference equations: 

(1.27) 

where the phase .J.n is measured for the sake of conven
ience in units 21T, the braces { ... } indicate the fractional 
part of the argument, 

8 r . ( k, ) s Mn= I -JV(t)sm -k s+kt1'1~ht dt---1jln, (1.28) 
-roQ( n) o To!J(/,.) 

while the integral in (1.28) is taken in the vicinity of the 
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moment tn· The instant tn is taken immediately before 
the n-th jump when the particle action In and phase J.n 
change. We noted earlier that the interval between tn+ 1 

and tn is equal to k1 ~Vph/0 2(In). The function 
l/!n (J.n, In, tn) depends periodically on J.n and tn; the 
quantity ll/!n I ~ 1 and the explicit form of lJ!n are not 
needed in the following. We can write the equation for 
the phases more concisely: 

(1.29) 

where 

K = J dQ(ln)_, M k{I'1Vph_~ 
n I d/ n Q2 (/n) 'l'n 

which agrees with the definition of K in Eq. ( 1.17) when 
we take (1.28) into account. A set .such as (1.27) has 
been studied beforel9 J and we shall give the main result 
without proof. 

Using (1. 27), we can find by iteration J.n = J.n (.9- 0), 

where J. 0 is the initial phase, and evaluate the correla
tion function of the phases 

1 1 1 1 
Rm = ,AI- H ~n+m- 2 X ~n - Z) d~n' 

0 

When K » 1 it turns out that Rm ~ exp ( -m ln K) (K is 
some average value of the quantities Kn) or, changing 
from a discrete to a continuous time scale, 

R(t) ~ exp(-~lnK). 
k 1L'.Vph 

This means that after a time 

T ~ krL'.Vpn/Q 2 1nK (1.30) 

the phase correlation of the particle is uncoupled and a 
Brownian-motion type instability appears and leads to an 
effective increase in the particle energy and its emer
gence from the potential well. When K « 1 the particle 
motion is stable against perturbations (R ~ 1) at least 
over a very long time interval. In that case the partiele 
turns out to be trapped in the region near a single reso
nance. We can thus assume that the lower limit of the 
instability range can be found from the condition K ~ 1, 
and we are led to the result (1.17). 

Sinail10J proved that when a certain "stretching" con
dition is satisfied the motion takes on a mixing character 
and the phase correlation R is uncoupled. In our case 
this condition has the form 

-~~n+t ~ K d'l'n 1 {1.31) 
O~n n d'(t" > · 

From this it follows at once that there may exist in 
phase space a region of dimensions ~K-1 in which in
equality ( 1.31) is not valid and the corresponding phase 
trajectories are stable over a very long time. Mel
'nikovl6J asserts that trajectories stable over an arbi.-, 
trarily long time exist near the separatrix. In the follow
ing we shall call the region near the separatrix, for 
which the randomness criterion K i:. 1 is satisfied, the 
ergodic layer. We shall now show that free-flying parti
cles near the separatrix are randomized in a way simi
lar to trapped particles. 

We define the variable I for free-flying particles as 
follows: 

1 2n 8 1 
I= J(H) = 2rr) V(H,i;)ds = -;-qE ( ~, q), 

0 

2 = 1+H -ti(• I)= BS(£,1) 
q 2 ' ~. ai ' 

1 r 2q ( ~ t) s (s, I) = -2 J v d6 = - E -2 , - , rr n q . 

(1.32) t 
tr = Q(/) = dH(I)/dl, V(t) = 2qdn-. 

To . 

Equations (1.32) are completely analogous to the corre
sponding formulae (1.4), (1.5) for the trapped particles. 
The equations of motion have the same form (1.6) and 
near the separatrix 

"To "' nV H- !!_/In~~( H H) ,, ~ 2 H-1 ' (1.33) 

while the velocity V(t) is a succession of pulses local
ized in an interval ~ T 0 • The free-flying particles do 
therefore not need a special study. 

Let us summarize the investigation made here. Be
cause of ·fue symmetry just described, for free -flying 
particles near the separatrix there is also formed an er-· 
godic layer of the same width as for trapped particles. 
The separatrix is thus surrounded on both sides by are
gion of stochastic instability of particles (shaded part in 
Fig. 2), which has apparently no sharp boundary. The 
largest width of the ergodic layer occurs for a perturba
tion which has a phase velocity of the same order as the 
phase velocity of the main wave, while condition (1.19) is 
satisfied 

k1L'.~hTo ~ 1. 

In that case the thickness of the ergodic layer is deter
mined by inequality (1.20) and for not too small £ it 
turns out to be of the order of unity in frequency and of 
order £ in energy. 

2. BROWNIAN MOTION OF A PARTICLE IN THE 
FIELD OF A WAVE PACKET 

As a Hrst application of the instability discussed in 
the preceding section we shall consider the motion of a 
particle in the field of a relatively wide wave packet: 

Bk = kv- Wk =" Qk(v), 
ek=kx-wkt, Vk=eEk/m, V=X, (2.1) 

V,=V-k', W--k=-Wk. 

We shall assume that the spectrum of the packet is dis
crete with a characteristic distance ~k between the 

FIG. 2. 
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wave numbers and with a characteristic distance 1ik be
tween the frequencies: 

1\~=QA+,u(v) -Q,(v) =!J.k(v-dw./dk). (2.2) 

We noted already before that under the conditions 
most conducive for instability the ergodic layer has a 
width in frequency of order T0- 1 for not too small c. 
This means that if we take a packet in which the harmon
ics are spaced so closely to one another that 

Tollk, = 6,, V Emk ~ 1, 
e o o 

(2.3) 

where Eo and k0 are some values of the field and the 
wave number averages over the packet, the ergodic lay
ers from the different waves coalesce and there will be 
no trapped particles. In fact, such an estimate is not 
very rigorous since the amplitudes of all the waves in 
the packet may be comparable and the estimate of the 
width of the ergodic layer given in Sec. 1 is inapplicable 
in the present case. In the following we give a more cor
rect derivation of inequality (2.3), using a method devel
oped in l11 • 

We introduce a distribution f(v, e, t) satisfying the 
Liouville equation 

If, in particular, it turns out that f< 1 > ( 0) = 0, we must re
tain in (2.6) higher-order terms that preserve a memory 
of the initial phases. The second remark is connected 
with the fact that each differentiation of the factor 
exp (mkt) with respect to v leads to the appearance of 
secular terms proportional to powers of t which are the 
higher the higher higher the order of the terms in (2.6) 
are in the perturbation. We shall discuss below the pos
sibility of cutting off the series in (2.6). 

Let us consider the non-linear effects connected with 
the resonance between the particle and the wave. Let 
there occur for some value of the velocity v a resonance 
with the k-th harmonic of the field 

Because of the resonance, the particle velocity is 
changed by an amount 

whence 

(2.8) 

If the resonance width (2.8) is much larger than the dis
(2.4) tance between the resonances, the motion of the particle 

remains random as in Sec. 1. The condition for this is 
and containing no other information than what follows 
from the equations of motion. For the sake of simplifi
cation we write 

f(v, e • ., e., ... ' t) == f(v, e, t). 

We assume the distribution f to satisfy also the normal
ization condition 

) Jdr = 1, ar = dOdv. 

We expand f in a series: 

f(v, e, t) = ~[J<n>(v, t) ei(n, 9) + j<-n>(v, t) e-i(n, 9)], 

(n) 

(2.5) 

Changing in (2.4) to the interaction representation and 
retaining in the expansion in the perturbation only the 
main terms as t- oo, one gets easily the following equa
tion for f< 0> (v, t): 

where (2.6) 

J<nl(O} == J<nl (v, 0}. 

We make two remarks about Eq. (2.6). The first is 
connected with the choice of initial conditions for the 
problem. If we assume random phases at t = 0, i.e., 

J<nl(O} = 0, n * 0, 

then the first term in (2.6) vanishes and we are led to the 
well-known Fokker-Planck type quasi-linear equation:l51 

(2.7) 

We shall, however, be interested in the derivation of an 
equation such as (2. 7) under arbitrary initial conditions. 

(2.9) 

which is the same as (2.3). In the case Kk « 1 the parti
cle is trapped by the wave with which it is in resonance 
and a consideration of this case is of no interest. When 
(2.9) is satisfied the frequency nk(v) is a function of the 
time and this fact must reflect on Eq. (2. 6). 

For the following we consider the correlation function 

(2.10) 

where we have written 

. 1 )!'{ 
( ... :> ""' ( "2-;:t S ae •.. co> ... ae ..... co>, 

(2.11) 
e •. <•> == ek(v, t = 0) 

while N is the number of harmonics in the wave packet. 
Writing the equation for the phase ek(v, t) as a finite 
differences equation similar to (1.29) (see also [llJ) we 
have 

(2.12) 

where we have introduced a discrete time scale tl> t 2, ... , 

with intervals 

and written 
dQk(v) 

Kkk' = -- 1\Vk'· 
dv 

Iterating Eq. (2.12) and finally expressing ek<n> in 
terms of BkcB> we find 

1 /t, = Nel\0 !nK, (2.13) 

where N0 is the number of harmonics occurring in the 
sum over k' in (2.12). Since this number is simply the 
number of resonances which the particle traverses in a 
separate jump, we have 
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No=K 

and, using (2.9) and (2.8) we find finally for the time tr 
of the decoupling of the phase correlation 

1 1 1 
/;=To in Tollo, (2. 14) 

where To, Oo are some values of Tk, ok averaged over 
the packet. 

The further treatment of Eq. (2.6) is now not very dif
ficult. We let the operator (2.11) act upon (2. 6). This 
gives 

Oj<01 0 0 r o(<O) 

at= 2 Re--::- ~ V"f<'l(O){'e"'•') + 2- ~IV" I' J dt' (cos Qkt) -;-. 
dv k . ov k O'V 

(2.15) 

When K « 1 we have 

Rk = (e"'•');::;; e;"•'[1 +O(K)], 

and Eq. (2.15) is exactly the same as (2.6). However, un
der the condition (2.9) the first term in (2.15) vanishes 
according to (2 .13) over a time tr and we obtain when 
t » tr: 

(2 .. 16) 

i.e., the quasi-linear equation, taking into account the 
fact that the time of phase memory is finite. [12J One ean 
show that all other terms which contain a memory of the 
initial conditions and which are proportional to highel~ 
powers of the perturbation vanish similarly. 

In order that the secular terms that occur in the deri
vation of (2.6) be unimportant it is apparently necessary 
that they remain small over the cut-off time tr. This 
leads to the inequality 

use the Fokker-Planck equation for f 

!:_! = _!__[ (M) J _1_~[((M) 2) l 
dt of !lt j + 2 oJ2 M j _ ' (3.1) 

where t..t is the average time between jolts which is 
equal to 

M = k1illfph/ Q' (3. 2) 

Bearing in mind that the length of the jolt is ~To« t..t, 
we find from (1.2) and (1.6) 

From (3.2:) and (3.3) it follows that 

1 o ((MJ') (M) 
2 ol_il_t-=~· 

and Eq. (3.1) takes the usual form 

of o of 
-=-D-
ot oi oi' 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

One can choose the boundary conditions for f as fol
lows. Sin<:e a particle moving in the ergodic layer can
not penetrate into the region where the motion is stable 
the boundary of the stochasticity region (1.18) must be 
considered to be a reflecting wall. [13 J The boundary 
condition Is thus the absence of a particle current 

D!!!__l -0 
aJ I=Io- 7 

(3.5) 

(2. 17) where I0 Is the solution of the equation 

which is automatically satisfied by virtue of (2.9) (or 
(2.3)). It is then, of course, necessary that the number N 
of harmonics in the packet be not less than N0, and this 
leads to the well-known condition on the packet width15 l 

N6o » No8o = Kilo = 1 I 1:0• (2. 18) 

In the more general case when the packet is insufficient
ly wide so that N < N 0 the expression for tr is chang<ed 
as follows: 

1 It,. = Nllo InK (2.19) 

and the condition for the cut -off of the secular terms 
(2.17) which becomes 

(3.6) 

From (3.4) to (3.6) we get at once a stationary solu
tion 

/(1)=1/2!1, !1=/(H=i)-lo. (3. 7) 

From (3. 7) we find 

F(Il) = 1 / 2!1To!.1(H), 
(3.8) 

where 

F(H)dH = f(I)dl. 

Nllo ~__!_In - 1-
To 1:o8o 

Using the connection (1.9) between n and H and expres
(2.20) sing H in terms of V and ~ we find finally 

is no longer so trivial because of the factor ln K 
= ln (1/T 0 6o}. 

3. PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION IN THE 
ERGODIC LAYER 

We now turn to the particle equation of motion (1.2) 
and obtain a kinetic equation for the distribution function 
f(I, t). According to (1.28) the jump in the action t..In in 
one jolt is much less than unity under the condition 
c « ilT 0 • This means that except for a very small region 
in the frequency ~c near the separatrix we can always 

1 32 
F(HJ=-ln -~--

2n!1 1 +cos~- V212 
(3.9) 

The distribution (3.9) is valid everywhere except in the 
already mentioned small region where the Fokker-Planck 
approximation is not valid. This region is of order c in 
the frequency and thus of order exp ( -1/c) in energy 
near the S<eparatrix. 

The time tc of establishing the stationary distribution 
(3.9) can easily be found from (3.4), (3.6), and (1.4) and 
is of the following order: 
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In conclusion we express our gratitude to S. S. Moi
seev, R. Z. Sagdeev, and B. V. Chirikov for useful dis
cussions. 
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